Order Management
Analytics
Database
management & ETL

Project
Conversion of Microsoft Sql Server to Oracle with ETL

Client
Leading company in mineral
makeup

Summary
Order management is the administration of business processes related to orders for goods or
services. An order management system (OMS) automates and streamlines order processing for
businesses.






SSSPL always comes up with an optimal way of querying and managing data, which allows
the creation of slick, detailed dashboards, but never compromising the performance which
allows organizations to monitor its shortcomings and take rapid actions to overcome them.
Identify the target outcome
Identify the metrics
Run data to insight

Challenges






The configuration system was not enough to use SSIS (too long, too many IS, to many problems
to access databases, etc.)
Developing new specifications: the specifications were incomplete or wrong so we had to
quickly remake everything until i decided to learn the functional specifications in order to have
the new specifications completed and detailed.
Manage a team during rush time.
Manage a team during rush time

Visual

Solution




Creating Sql queries, Joins and loading the
data through SSIS.
The functionality of the packages and code
should not be change.
The Packages execution will happen every
day.
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Result



Creating full loads and incremental
loads.
Agents
to
trigger
the
email
notification for the users about the
load status.

Call Us
We're here to help. Call us and speak with
our marketing specialist who will be there to
answer any questions you might have.
18-1-49,1st Floor, Star Plaza, K.T. Road,
Tirupati - 517 507, (A.P.) India.,
+91 877-6062999, info@sssbi.com

